Abstract. In this paper, we establish the continuous dependence for the nonresistive MHD equations in Sobolev spaces. Our obtained result fills considerably the recent result [6] for the continuous dependence on initial data. We also show that this result is optimal. More precisely, we proved that the data-to-solution map is not uniform continuous dependence in Sobolev spaces.
Introduction and main result
In the paper, we consider the following Cauchy problem of the non-resistive MHD equations:
where the unknowns are the vector fields u :
and the scalar function P . Here, u and b are the velocity and magnetic, respectively, while P denotes the pressure.
In [12] , Jiu and Niu were first concerned with the well-posedness of system (1.1) and established the local existence of solutions in 2D for initial data in H s , s ≥ 3. 
in [6] and
, 0 < ε < 1 in [7] . Chemin et al. in [4] 2,1 (R d ) and also proved the corresponding solution is unique in 3D case. Wan in [18] resolved the uniqueness of the solution in the 2D case by using mixed space-time Besov spaces. Recently, Li, Tan and Yin in [13] obtain the local existence and uniqueness in the homogeneous Besov spaces
where p ∈ [1, 2d] . For the global existence of small solutions to the system (1.1), there are many interesting results when the background magnetic filed is e 1 , i.e. in the case that the initial data (u 0 , b 0 ) is sufficiently close to the equilibrium state ( 0, e 1 ), we refer the reader to see [1, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21] . In [22] , Zhang obtained the global well-posedness result with the large initial data under the assumption that the background magnetic field is large enough. Subsequently, Zhai and Zhang [20] considered the global existence and uniqueness of solution to system (1.1) with non-equilibrium background magnetic field.
However, the continuous dependence property of solutions for the Cauchy problem of the non-resistive MHD equations with initial data (u 0 
has not been studied yet. Our first goal in the paper is to prove the continuous dependence property of solutions to the non-resistive MHD equations in such Sobolev spaces. Together with recent local existence and uniqueness results in [6, 7] , we establish local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem of the non-resistive MHD system in the sense of Hadamard.
In order to state our main result, we first recall the following local-in-time existence of strong solutions to (1.1) in [6] : 
.
To solve the continuous dependence property of the system (1.1), the main difficulty is that the system is only partially parabolic, owing to the magnetic equation which is of hyperbolic type. That is if (u 1 , b 1 ) and (u 2 , b 2 ) are two solutions of the system (1.1), then we set δb = b 1 − b 2 satisfies
Due to the term ∇u 2 ∈ C([0, T ]; H s−1 ), this precludes any attempt to tackle with the estimate ||δb|| H s . Inspired by Bona-Smith [3] and Guo-Li-Yin [8] , we can take (u 2 , b 2 ) as the solution with initial data S j (u 0 , b 0 ) to overcome this problem. Therefore, we first will prove the continuous dependence property of solutions to the system (1.1).
Our first main theorem can be stated as follows:
When b = 0, System (1.1) becomes Navier-Stokes euqations. It is well known that the solution map of Navier-Stokes euqation is local lipshitz. That is, if ||u|| H s , ||v|| H s ≤ R, we can obtain that
for some positive time T depending only on s and R. However, the magnetic equation of the non-resistive MHD equations have the construction of transport diffusion equation. Therefore, motivated by HimonasMisio lek [10] , we can conclude that Cauchy problem (1.3) is not uniformly continuous. The main difficulty is to bound u ω,n (t, x) − u ω,n (0, x) less then n −1 in Sobolev H s−1 norm which is the main part of ∂ t b h,ω,n + u ω,n · ∇b h,ω,n . To overcome it, we split u ω,n (t, x) − u ω,n (0, x) into two parts: u ω,n (t, x) − e t∆ u ω,n (0, x) and e t∆ u ω,n (0, x) − u ω,n (0, x). We apply the Duhamel's principle to tackle with the first part. The second part can be seen as ∆u ω,n (0, x), and its estimate adds the factor n −2δ compared with u ω,n (0, x). Our second main theorem can be stated as follows:
. The data-to-solution map for the system (1.1) is not uniformly continuous from any bounded subset in H s into C([0, T ]; H s ). That is, there exists two sequences of solutions (u n , b n ) and (v n , c n ) such that
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the Littlewood-Paley theory and give some properties of Besov spaces. In Section 3, we introduce some lemmas to overcome the difficulty of the problem. In Section 4, we prove the continuous dependence property of the system (1.1). In Section 5, we show that the solution of the system (1.1) is non-uniform continuous dependence.
Notations. Given a Banach space X, we denote its norm by · X . Since all spaces of functions are over R d , for simplicity, we drop R d in our notations of function spaces if there is no ambiguity. The symbol A B denotes that there exists a constant c > 0 independent of A and B, such that A ≤ cB. The symbol A ≃ B represents A B and B A.
Littlewood-Paley analysis
In this section, we will recall some facts about the Littlewood-Paley decomposition, the nonhomogeneous Besov spaces and their some useful properties. For more details, the readers can refer to [2] .
There exists a couple of smooth functions (χ, ϕ) valued in [0, 1], such that χ is supported in the ball B {ξ ∈ R d : |ξ| ≤ 4 3 }, and ϕ is supported in the ring C {ξ ∈ R d :
Then, we can define the nonhomogeneous dyadic blocks ∆ j and nonhomogeneous low frequency cut-off operator S j as follows: 
Then, we have the following product laws.
Lemma 2.5. ( [9, 10] ) Let φ ∈ S(R), δ > 0 and s ≥ 0. Then, we have for all α ∈ R
Continuous dependence
In this section, we will show that the solution of is continuous dependence with initial data. First, we establish some Sobolev norm estimates for smooth solutions of system (1.1), which is the key component in the proof of Theorem 1.2. In order to simplify the notation, we define (u, b) ∈ X s (T ) if
)e A(t) , and
Proof. It is easy to show that
Now, we apply ∆ j to (3.1), and take the inner product with (∆ j δu, ∆ j δb) and integrate by parts to have
2) where
First, we estimate the above terms in the B s−1 2,2 norm. According to Lemmas 2.3-2.4, it is easy to estimate
),
Multiplying the inequality above by 2 2j(s−1) and summing over j ≥ −1, we conclude
, which leads to
This obtain the first result of this lemma. Now, we estimate the above terms in the B s 2,2 norm. For the terms of K i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we also infer from Lemmas 2.3-2.4 that
,
Multiplying the inequality above by 2 2js and summing over j ≥ −1, we deduce from
), which implies
This completes the proof of this lemma.
Then, in virtue of Lemma 3.1, we will show that the solution to the system (1.1) depend continuously on the initial data. Proof of Theorem 1.2. First, according to Lemma 1.1, there exist a positive
. Moreover, we also obtain from Lemma 1.1 that for all t ∈ [0, T ],
).
Since
, we use the similar method as in Lemma 3.1 to have for all
2,2 ) be the approximate equations of the system (1.1):
(3.6) By (3.5), we have
Using Lemma 3.1 again and combining (3.6)-(3.7) yields
It is easy to check that
Therefore, combing (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Non-uniform continuous dependence
In this section, we will give the proof of the second theorem. Motivated by Himonas and Holliman [10] , we first construct two sequence approximate solutions where velocity tends to 0 and magnetic is bounded in Sobolev H s norms. Lately, we will show that the distance between approximate solutions and actual solutions is decaying. Finally, we can conclude that Cauchy problem (1.1) is not uniformly continuous in Sobolev B . Now, we choose the magnetic having the following form (see [10] ):
where b h,ω,n is the high frequency term
. Let (u ω,n , b l,ω,n ) satisfies the following initial value problem: ) and have lifespan T ≃ 1. Thus, we can find that (u ω,n , b ω,n ) satisfies the following equations:
where
First, we consider the 2D case. To estimate the terms E ω,n and F ω,n in Sobolev B s−1 2,2 norm, we first estimate the terms u ω,n and b ω,n . By (3.5), Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 2.5, we have for any r ≥ 0 and t ∈ [0, T ],
For the term E ω,n , we also infer from Lemma 2.3 that
Now, we need to estimate the term F ω,n . Direct calculation shows that
Let us handle with the first component of F ω,n . Using the fact
we can obtain
To estimathe F ω,n 1,1 (1), we can deduce from the first equation of (4.1) that 
For the second component of F ω,n , we also have
By Lemma 2.3, we have
Therefore, using Lemma 2.3, (4.2) and (4.5)-(4.6), we obtain
Let (u ω,n , b ω,n ) be the unique solution of 2D non-resistive MHD equations. Namely,
By the well-posedness result, the (u ω,n , b ω,n ) belong to
According to Lemma 3.1, we get from (3.5) that
Next, considering the difference v = u ω,n − u ω,n and a = b ω,n − b ω,n , we observe that
Next, we shall bound the term (v, a) in Sobolev B 
Plugging (4.11) into (4.10) and using (4.3), (4.7), we have for all
This alongs with Growall's inequallity yields
According to the interpolation inequality and using (4.2), (4.9), (4.13), we have
(4.14)
Then, combining (4.2) and (4.14), we have
Letting n go to ∞, then there exists some positive constant c 0 such that 
For E ω,n , by Lemma 2.3, we have
Now, we estimate F ω,n . Direct calculation shows that
For the first component of F ω,n . It is easy to see that
To estimathe F ω,n 1,1 (1), similarly to the 2D case, we get 
By Lemma 2.3, we obtain 
Let (u ω,n , b ω,n ) be the unique solution of 3D non-resistive MHD equations. Namely,
By the well-posedness result, the (u ω,n , b ω,n ) belong to ≤ Cn −2+3δ , Next, we shall bound the term (v, a) in Sobolev B 
